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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

' PoiBtiag with drsuaatic iateaslty to the problem, 
which will he the eoBcern In this paper, 'Arnold Toynhee, 
the noted historian and scholar9 stated;

The abolition of war9 working in combination 
with the lowering of the death rate through our 
recent vast improvements in public hygiene» is 
going to raisep in an acute £orm9 the problem 
of population that was foreseen by Maithus more 
than a century and a half ago0 Is mankind go
ing to rid itself of two of its three tradition
al scourges - war and pestilence - only to be 
done to death by the third scourge, famine?
Surely we are not going to be so stupid as thatooo

Yet the problem of limiting the birth rate 
will have to be facedo The alternative is star- 
vatIono And freedom from want is now being claim
ed as a right all over the world, even in regions 
where, till lately, wholesale death by famine was 
still being taken as a matter of courseo3-

The problem of population pressures was brought to 
the fore by Thomas Halthus who wrote at the turn of the 
eighteenth century© Prom that time on, his theories and
contentions have provided ripe material for numerous eco
nomic discussions and arguments^ But today the truth in 
Malthusian theory has become, or is becoming,. a reality to 
all the peoples of the world. Yet, although the magnitude 
of the problem has reached world-wide proportions, those

I, Arnold Toynbee, October, 1956, quoted in Sax, 
Karl, Population Explosion, pp, 53°3il-o



areas most latimatejLy affected lie ©a the eoafci&e&t ©f 
Asiao Theirs is a eemplex problem that caaa©t fiad aay aim™ 
gle paaaeea0 All forces must be mobilized, to meet the 
threat that faces these people aad the rest of the world0

The importaaee of the actions that we take now was 
brought out by Julian Hxixlejg when, be dedaredg

The most dangerous period is the next thirty 
©r forty yearso * If nothing is done to bring 
down the rate of human increase during that 
timeg mankind will find itself living in a 
World exposed to disastrous miseries and charge 
ed with frustrations more explosive than any we can now eavislen&2

It is with this realization of the urgency for lm=> 
mediate and adequate action that we move int© the body of 
the papero The paper is divided into four parts9 of which 
part one deals with definitions and method employed through^ 
out the paper«, The second part is concerned with the ques= 
tion from a world perspective and the background of this is= 
sues exploring Hal thus9 contribution to our present under ~ 
standings The third part concerns a historical analysis 
and the impact and effect of economic assistance on the 
political economies of the are0-0 The last part includes a 
presentation of a group of solutions to the problems posed 
in the previous part© The paper as a whole does not pre~ 
tend to be a completely objective portrayal of Hon-Gommunist

2* Hurleys Julians ,"World Populations" Scientific American0 March0 1956 0 p a 66=.
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Asl&g. but ratber it attempts to seratlniae the most p2?ess= 
iag problems o

Through this analysis of problems and presentation 
of possible solutioaSg it. is hoped to consolidate much of 
the iaformatioa aegmired so as to yield a nmmber of selm» 
tions that,eaa hit at the foundations of the intricate 
problem before mso •



CHAPTER II 

DEFINITIONS AHD,METHOD

A 0 Efoa°Gommunist Aalag The arhitrarlness of the 
usage of the term^ g8Non=Gommun 1st Asia89s like that of other 
areas such as Far East, Middle East,. South Asia, and Hear 
East, indicates that the Won-Gommmist Asia countries are 
late-comers In the panorama of international politicsc. Few 
regions of the world are less known and more rich in mate
rials for study than this region* It was only after World 
War II that the importance of this region as a "power- 
• vacuum8 • was- felt by the Western powers® The majority of 
authors in this area often speak of Asia of today and Asia 
of yesterday, or the rebirth of Asia, in order to Indicate 
the historical changes that have taken place in the politic 
eal, economic and social life of the countries of Asia* It 
is in this sense that we can describe them as a finite polit
ical whole, which has a common experience of being passive un
der foreign dominationo Gne of the most striking features of 
these countries, then, is the transformation from dependency 
to Independence^ For the purpose of this paper, the term, 
"Non-Communist Asia99, refers to all the countries in the con
tinent of Asia which are not behind the "Iren or Bamboo cur
tains"* Most if not all of them, have been ruled by west
ern colonial powers for some period of time in history*
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SsiSe from; tkls eommen. poimt 9 H©n=C©mmunist Asiaja 
coma tries differ widely f rem eaeh. ether ia their ways of 
livihg9 thlakiag and beliefo The story of Asia is often 
told with the impossibility of comparison and lack of eom= 
moa denominators among the different diversified oaltmresg 
sueh as HindmistiGj, Buddhistics Simitioj, Islamic and a host 
of otherso. However9 for ahalytieal purposes$, the region of 
Hon-eommunist Asia can be defined as an area of transitions 
and changesp ©f conflicting ideoleglesg of overpopulations 
and of economic underdevelopmento It should be remembered 
that one cannot consider this area as a community in the 
sense of Western or European community of interests0 „H©w= 
ever9 in this paper9 the similarities in the 8oole=politi= 
cal and economic environments of these countries will be ae= 
counted for with due reservations given to the @thno==cul= 
tmral differences among themo

Bo Wnderdeveloped Political Eeonomyg The region of 
Hon=’gommunist Asia is a region of underdevelopmentSince 
the term underdeveloped- countries covers a vast compass of 
material9 as well as immaterial aspects of life in generala 
it is preferable to designate Hoa-Commuaist Asia as. an area 
of underdeveloped political economieso By am underdeveloped 
political economy is meant a social framework in which eco
nomic solvency and political stability are implicitly relat
ed » It is the author8s view that underdevelopment and the



ppoblek ©f eievatlmg the social welfare of such a political 
eeemoray demands as a prerequisite the gmaramtee ©f politic 
cal stability* Economic prosperity influences political 
.■stability* as much as the latter enhances She former0 The 
underdeveloped political economies are more fluid and apt 
to change than the advanced countrieso This Is due to the 
fact that the social character of Hon=Gommunist Asian po
litical economies has been exposed to the exogenous influ= 
enees much more so than the advanced countries of the ¥est0 

An essential feature of this area in the light ©f 
the above definition^ is economic underdevelopment generate 
ed by a host of factors: which are extremely difficult to 
define in terms of pure economic* political or social fac<=> 
tors as such* Underdeveloped economy may be used to signi= 
fy any of the Eon-0ommunist Asian countries0 It connotes a 
relatively low standard of living in terms of available 
goods and services for the entire population^ It should be 
borne in mind that an underdeveloped economy does not neees-̂  
sarily imply absolute poverty* but rather a relatively low 
level of economic performance*

The following table can offer an approximate esti= 
mation ©f the level of economic performance of some of the 
countries in the regions
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Average Annual Per Capita Gross National Produet
Burma 19£>2»56 § j?0
Ceylon 1952=57 f 11©
India 195©~57 I 60Japan 1953-57 I 21©South Korea 1953-57 I 7©
Australia 1953=57 |l9©i©
Waited Kingdom 1953=57 $ 85®
Waited States 1953=57 #1998©
Source: Waited latioms Statistleal Office* Demo

graphic Yearbook for 1958? and Per Capita 
National Product of Fifty-Five Countries: 1952=5̂ * New York9 1957o

The absolute signifieanee of the above figures 
should not be exaggerated sinee International comparison 
of the levels of economic welfare suffers serious handi
caps in revealing the basic differences in institutional. 
settings of various countriesHowevers we can fairly 
confirm that the political economies of the area are in a 
state of Gj,uasi«=stabllity with respect to productions income 
and employments Furthermore9 their potential capacities 
for economic development can be considered as relatively 
submergedg even though quantification of capacities like 
the state of technology^ social and political forces^ qual
ity of human resourcesg etco9 is impossibleo

©p Economic Assistances By an economic assistance 
is meant a narrow concept of foreign aid by excluding mili
tary assistance and private capital movements0 Private
foreign Investments are excluded because of their direct 
pecuniary profit eoaeern9 which Is incompatible with the



objectives of assistance in general0 For the purpose of 
tiais paper economic assistance includes loan# and grants
in general» plus various types of transfers effected bi= 
laterally or multllaterally03

The most common practice followed in the analysis 
of foreign aid program is to distinguish between economic 
aid and. technical assistance^, or capital aid and technical 
assistancee^i- In this studys economic assistance is defin
ed 'to include technical assistance^ insofar as it affects 
directly or Indirectly the economic development of a coma- 
try* Howevers this is not to say that every form of assist
ance is alike in its capacity or efficiency* It might be 
operationally desirable to analyse each form of assistance^ 
but the scope of this paper does not permit minute detail 
classification of assistance*

A distinction between national and international 
economic assistance is made on the basis of channels of op
eration* national economic assistance# in contrast to inter
national economic assistance#, is more direct and not purely 
governmental* It includes certain private assistance pro
grams such as Ford Foundation^ Rockefeller Foundation# Com
mittee for Economic Developments and others* Interna
tional economic assistance^ on the other hand# is less 
direct and more eooperational* It includes all forms of

3* Cf* Report of Halted Nations Economic and Social Council;, 2ij.th Session^ 2%th #ept* 1^57* " ““
Both the Report of the Colombo Plan and American 

Point Four make such a distinction*
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ranitl*>goverjamemtal ©r traasnational agencies0 The closest 
analogy to the above distinction is bilateral versus multi- 
lateralo Eoweverg the two distinctions are not identicala 
since the distinction between national and international 
types of assistance relates directly to the channels of corn™ 
munication between nationso

Do G-eneral Methodology: A sound analysis of any 
phenomenon which concerns nations In general demands a eom= 
prehensive and useful methodologyo Various methods in the 
study of international relations are duplicates of certaim 
methods employed in various social seieneesb Some analysts 
prefer a historical approach to positive analysis and some 
an erapirical method to a theoretical model-buildingo Most 
of the methods have both advantages and disadvantages*
There is a strong tendency in all the social seiences to 
develop a recpnciliatory and over-all-embracing methodolog
ical frameworko An analyst in social science often faces 
the problem of alternative choice between a partial piece
meal approach and a general approaeho The choice^ of 
course, is at the discretion of the analyst himselfo For 
the purpose of this paperd the concept of 48the indivisible 
whole*-) is adoptedo That is to say, in the words of .

£0 @fo JoAoSchumpeter in The Theory of Economic 
Develooraento
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‘ j ' .Prof©ssor Bouldlng^ nw© must develop a concept of economic 

life, therefore, not as a segment but as an aspect of the 
whole complex of social relationshipSol!̂  It is the conten
tion of the author that this approach is the most feasible 
and proper approach to the problem on hand©

60 Boulding, KoEos A Reconstruction of Economics,
P o 1|. o



CHAPTER III

GENERAL SETTING AND BACKGROUND

. Ao The Malth-usiaia Theory On PopulatioEg In his 
works Essay on the Prinolple of Population^ written in 
1798s Thomas Malthas enuneiated his now famous theory on 
popmlationo Mai thus spoke of a '^passion between the s exes81 s 
a biological urge to increase the population^ that remained 
at a constant level* He next pointed to the ’“niggardliness 
of nature” or to the fact that the supply of food at man8s 
disposal was meager<> Furthermore5 man is ’’inert5 sluggish* 
and averse from labor* unless impelled by necessity<>”- ®on<=
sequently* he concluded that population (1) has the capac
ity to Increase faster than the means of existence| (2) has 
a constant tendency to increase beyond the means of subsist
ence 9 (3) tends to continually increase to keep pace with : 
additions in food supply; and (%.) tends* in general and in 
the long run* ”t© press upon the food supply*”?

These postulates are based on two fundamental laws 
that relate the multiplication of population to the growth 
in the means of subsistence* Malthas asserted that* un
checked* population will expand by a geometric ratio*

7<> Hertzler* J0P0 The Crisis in World Populations 
p* 980 ■
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whereas subsistence increases by an arithmetic rates This 
condition would soon lead to an impossible relationship be= 
tween the populace and the supply of food to feed them0

But certain elements act to cheek this developments 
Malthas establishes two classes of curbs on the growth of 
the population* The first type of check is the positive^ 
which increases the death rate* Included within this cate
gory are natural phenomena such as plagues3 warss and fam
ine 0 The second type of check on population expansion is 
that which restricts births0 It is called the preventive
cheek* Moral restraint and birth control are examples of

8the factors that go to make up the preventive checks*
, In this paper we will see that the influence of the 

positive cheeks in Eon-Communist Asia has been notably cur
tailed* And because plaguesa famine $ and wars are not neces
sarily happy occasions^ this must be viewed as a step forward* 
But if we desire to limit the influence of the positive checks 
on Eon-Communist Asiatic population growth^ it is necessary 
to institute the preventive checks (an action that has not 
been carried out, except on a limited seale)s or face the pro
blem of having a greater number of mouths* but lacking the
food to feed them*

Here we have seen a bit of the analysis supplied by 
Thomas Malthas concerning the nature of the population pro- 
blem* But Malt has was not aware of the great industrial

8* Ibido * p* 97®
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and tieehBologieal revolution that was t© make a good deal 
of his thesis seem invalid.,. With the growth in population 
eame corresponding developments in technology and science 
that met the problem and then surpassed the demands that 
had been made$ yielding even higher standards of living as 
time progressed* Therefore* as many of.the European econ
omists evaluated Malthas8 doctrine* they viewed the condi
tions they were living under and came to the conclusion that 
it was fallacious®

Only recently has there been a resurgence of sup
port for Malthusian principles * What has caused this rev
olution in economic thought are the developments that are 
taking place in Non-Communist Asia* Many economists point 
to Non—Communist Asia and declare that what is happening 
there validates the contentions made by. Mai thus o

Consequently * the problems that face the Non-Com
munist Asian today are similar to those that the European 
confronted at the turn of the eighteenth century* But the 
prime difference between the two is the degree of severity 
which,is found to be quite extreme in Non-Communist Asia*
The crucial problem of these areas* then* is to maintain a 
rate of technological* economic* and educational growth in 
excess of their rate of population growth* If this goal can 
be achieved* it will result in a steady alleviating of the 
pronounced pressures that exist today*
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Before moving into the. next section of this paper 
I would like to point out a problem that was encountered 
in preparing this presentationo Because we are studying 
primarily underdeveloped countries it seemed to follow 
that much of their statistical research was as underdevel
oped as their economic resources» ©onsequentlys it was 
extremely difficult to secure all the statistics desiredo 
And it is likely that many of those which are being used 
are based to a greater degree on guesswork than on empir= 
leal verification^ An example of the nature of the pro= 
blem with which we are confronted was related by Sir B» 
John Bussell In the following manneri

In India statistics have been eellected for many yearss but P o0» Mahalanobis has recently 
criticized them drastically6 During the winter 
of 1 9 “5! he directed a National Sample Survey 
on a sound statistical basis and found a dis~ 
erepaney of some 2§ to per cent between the 
actual quantity of grain consumed and the supply 
as estimated from the agricultural statlstieso 
His survey gave the following resultsg

Million tons 
Total consumption of food grains 63<>2
Total imports 3o©
Home Production i>0o2
Official Estimate

A dlscrepamcy of 12 to 16 million toass ioCos
; , 920 to 25 per cento

9o lussellp Sir Eo Johm9 World Population and World Food Supplies, p* 317 o.
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Witia this understanding of the statistical pro
blems that are faeed ia analyzing the'population questions 
let us now look at the manner in which this problem mani
fests itself on the world seem©b

Bo World Perspectiveg The world population at pr@= 
sent stands at approximately 2o8 billion* Allowing a 
sale margin for possible errors the world8s population is 
expanding at the rate of over 30 million a year0 This 
annual inerease approximates the ©ombined populations of
the world’ s four largest cities § Hew Yorks Londons Tokyo,

11and Calcutta*
The projections into the future vary quite a bit<,

Some estimates indicate that the population will reach 6
billion by the year 200®,others would set the figure as low
as 3*3 billion* But the most widely accepted figure places
the number of people to be somewhere between %o5=5 bil- .

12lionb Although this Increase may seem significants it 
presents even more of a problem when one realizes the dis
tribution of the additional people* As it shall be pointed 
out later, it is not from the sparsely settled areas that 
these people will be trying to secure the means for their

10* United Motions, Demographic Yearbook, 1957s
o O .

llo Hertzler, Job*, op* cit0, p* 9*
' ■ 12* Ibid*, p* 1®,
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subsistence! tiaey will be born into those areas that are al=> 
ready densely populatedj, only to further compound the pro
blems that exist thereo

Because^ in this sections we are approaching the 
population from a world-wide perspectives it is necessary 
that we understand the four basic patterns of population 
'growth that are found in the world todayo The following 
paragraphs will explain the four stages in the relation
ship of births to deathso*^

Stage 1 is often called the period Of high growth 
potentials During this period there are a very high num
ber of birthsp but there is a correspondingly high death 
rate * This stage characterizes the conditions of most 
areas during the seventeenth century and in some of the 
present African tribeso

Those countries that fall into stage 2 (indias 
Indonesia^ Ceylon* etco) will receive primary attention in 
this p^ero The country that is characterized in this 
stage of growth has seen a rapid drop in its death rate* 
whereas its birth rate remains at the former level» This 
results in a condition of rapid population expansion that 
is often not accompanied by a corresponding increase in the 
resources for subsistenceo

13= Sax* Karl, gr, cito, p 0 17o
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In stage 3 we find the countries that are on the 
road toward partially conquering their problem of uneon^ 
trolled population explosion,. Later in the text we shall 
inspect some of the techniques employed by a country that 
is found in this stage of growth — Japan.

In stage we see the graphic representation of the 
population conditions in the United States and much of Eu- 
rope. Approximately 20$ of the world9 s population would 
fall within this category that has both a low.birth and 
death rate<>^

Having completed the presentation relating to the 
world=view of the population situation, now and in the fu
ture, let us engage in a more specific analysis of the pro~ 
blems relating specifically to the Hon-iGommunist Aslan coun
tries»

00. Detailed Investigation of Hon^Communlst Asia:
In making this investigation of the problems caused by the 
population explosion in Hon=Oommunist Asia, let us first look 
at the situations in some of the individual countries involve 
edo In QeyloBs as a result of using DDL to reduce much of 
their malaria threat, the nine years (19%5>=19%-) have seen the 
death rate drop by 53$ while birth rates remained high® At

II4.0 Hertzler, J. 0», WQmo clto, p6 53=



the prese&fc rate Geylen will more thaa doable its popala-
15tioa la abomt 25 y©ars0

@a the Islam# of Jaira9 in Indoaesiap a problem of 
similar eemplexlty existso Here the aumber ©f iahabitaats 
jtamped from 4 =>5 milliom to 55 million la a period of 125
years (l8l5“19l|0) an. increase of twelve times over a een-
tm?y and a quarter

Malayaa s population figures also exhibit the signs 
of a rapid spurt upward» It has been estimated that the 
rate of natural increase in the population during 195© was 
2o62 per cent and that at this rate the population of the 
Federation of Malaya would inereas© from 5=2 million to 1© 
million by 1975»^^

The pereentage of increase in India6s population is 
not as spectacular as those cited above9 but it still pr©» 
sehts a formidable problem to the Indian government <> Br0 S 
Ghandrasekhar brings the Indian problem into focus when he 
commentss.

15° Farisg Donald Ko» To Flow With Hope3 p0 58«
18 o Loco e it o
17° Madang BoEo (edo)s Economic Problems of Underdeveloped Countries. in As iaa p0 335° ™  ,
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The significant fact about the Indian birth 
rate is not that it is one of the highest in 
the world* but that it has shown no signs of 
decline during the last $0 years*,1°

Although India's rate of increase is only 102%% a year* if 
they continue at the present pace their population will 
stand (no symbolism implied) at close to 5>00 million in 
2$ yearso’5’̂

These are some of the raw figures that indicate the 
accelerated upswing in the population of the S'on-Communist 
Asian countries6 But an increase in a nation's population 
cannot be condemned just because it is an increase* per se0 
The accompanying factors are what determine the effects of 
a greater population on the peopleo But in Non-Communist 
Asia these elements have come to further accentuate the 
erislso

For example* the caloric intake (as indicated on 
pv 21) in the overpopulated Ion-Communist Asian countries
is already well below the 2*700 per day that is considered

• , 20 minimum for a healthy conditiono But the growth in agri
culture is not even coming close to meeting the increased 
needs for food presented by the additional number of people® 
In fact* in certain key areas* the Ion-Communist Asian

l8e. Chandrasekhar* Dr® So * 18India's Population 
Problem*11 Pacific Spectator* Ip® 2* 1953s p° 169®

19o Los Angeles Times* November 12* 1953»
20o Sax* Karl* op® clt®* p® 17®



countries are not even increasing their agricultural output 
on an absolute scales let alone one relative to the popula
tion^ growth®

Paul Ko Hatt presents a partial picture of the ag
ricultural situation in Hon-Gommunist Asia when he observes^ 
“Throughout Asia the great areas that had once exported rice 
are becoming areas of i m p o r t B u t  in order to gain, the 
entire picture of this situation, it is necessary to examine 
the plight of the individual country<>

In Pakistan, the production of rice fell from Si- 
million tons in 191+8 to 7 3/k- million tons in 1951s from 
its position prior to 19i|.8 the production of wheat rose to 
if. million tons, but since that date there has been no fur
ther increase in its output0 Furthermore, Pakistan, always 
considered as a grain exporter, has been driven to import 
wheat| 153,000 tons in 1951, nearly half a million in 1952, 
and one million tons in 1953° Over all, Pakistan has realiz
ed a 20% increase in food production since the end of World 
War II, but with the population growth during this same peri-

ppod there is now 10% less food per person availableo
We are presented with a problem that is quite simi

lar to Pakistan's when we look into the food conditions

21o Hatt, Paul Ko (ed®). World Population and 
Future Resources, p0 53°

22. Russell, Sir Ey John, op0 c l t p® 342°
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f©mud in Indonesiao Here tiae available qmanfcity ©f rice
per capita is fomnd t© be less than the amemnt that was at
their dispesal prior t© the war0^  The total food supply 
has net kept pace with the growth ©f population and in con
sequence there has been a lowering of average number of cal
ories per day* This is seen through the following statis
tics g

avo 193li-"39 1949-5© 195©-57 
Calories (per person per day) 2S04© 19880 1,87©^

Finally^ it would be wise to make a brief investi
gation into.the conditions within India, The following fig-

■ . . " ■ 1
ures are for the total production of food grains in the
Union of India: ■

1949-5© 1951-52 1953-54 1955-56 1956-59 Million ' 9- ..
tons 49ol 47o8 7©oS 64«3 73«4 ̂

Since 1952s the average annual growth in grain pro
duction has not exceeded 3 per cent. If we recall the steady

23o Madams (edo)s oltos P° 223*
24o Bussells Sir E, Johns opa citog p, 351/
25o The Economists 18India Prepares for Take-OffMs 

March 26 9 196© b , . .
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lacreaae.la ladlatg population that was mentioned earlier 
(inereased from 1025 per cent during the first Five-Year 
Plan to approximately 2o2j? per ©ent at the present) it is 
obvious that India8 s internal food production is not meet
ing the needo Therefore# India has been foroed to turn to 
outside sources for assistance to meet her erisiso On May 
9S I960s Mr0 Patlls the Indian Food Ministers signed an 
agreement with the Waited States government to import $lo3 
billion worth of American grain surpluses over the next fdir 
yearso

On paper# the answers to the problem of too many 
people and too little land are obvious: to improve yields
by irrigations by introducing better techniques# seed, fer
tilizers and equipment| to provide the villager with mere 
household fuel so that he can use the dung#that now goes up 
in smoke# to manure his fields# to control floods# pests and 
crop diseases# to regulate the size of farms while also pre
venting undue fragmentation and consolidating scattered 
holdings| to form, cooperatives; to encourage industry# to 
initiate public works to give between-season employment to 
landless laborers; and to get rid of such religious tabus 
as that on the killing of cattle0 But in India'there are 
no communes or forced labor brigades ©n Communist lines to 
impose compliance# and it is not always easy at first to 
encourage through an incentive0
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la a free society, the main incentive is the market 
and the task is to get the farmer more actively into it, to 
convert him to methods which produce a larger surplus for 
sale, and then help him to sell ito The land tenure reforms 
introduced so far are an essential preliminary to change.o 
The farmer, heavily in debt and passing on his surplus to a 
non-investing feudal landlord (Zamindar), has little interest 
in producing more» The argument has been put forward that 
only cooperative farming can insure the combination of high 
yields with high rural employment<5 The government has com- 
mended the idea but it is too unpopular among the farmers to 
be politically possible, as things stand at present0

It is interesting to note that, sharing India*s rising 
alarm, the Ford Foundation very recently put up $100 million 
for an Indian government pilot scheme for the reshaping of 
the nation’s agricultureo The plan is supposed to establish 
model farming projects in seven scattered regions embracing
10,000 villages and 1,00.0,000 farmers, with the aim of rais
ing their food production by a breathtaking $Q per cent in 
five years as an example to the rest of the nationo
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How let us turn f2?om the problems found In the
agricultures of these countries and examine the role of In™
dustry In this area* To put It W r y  sueclnetly9 Industry
plays an extremely minor, role in these countries«, The
economies of these countries are largely agrarian with more
than 8.0 per cent of the people directly engaged in agrieul- 

26ture© It is interesting to note that very few countries 
have made substantial economic progress until about half of 
the working population has shifted from agriculture to in™ 
dustry6 Industrial development is needed to provide the nec
essary construction^ transportation^ communications housing*, 
clothing*, and a more efficient agriculture© Paradoxical as 
it may seem*, the higher the proportion of people engaged in 
agriculture*, the poorer is the diet of the population© 
Therefore*, it would seem logical that, as these countries 
look toward the future the role of industrial development 
becomes more and more prominent©

26© Hertzler* J© 0©9 op© eit©*, p» 70©
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Finally<> before entering into the solutions of the 
problems that have thus far been proposed, let us discuss the 
three factors that are primary in determining the direction 
and magnitude of population shifts* The first major deter
minate of the population structure is the death rate within 
the country* In the nations that are presently under analy
sis, a pronounced lowering of the death rate is evident<, As
suming that we are looking at this situation from a humanitar
ian, standpoint, we accept, the reduction of death as an admir
able goal and urge its furtheranceo

The second element that acts in establishing the 
population complex is the birth rate* We have seen how the 
birth rate within the Hon-Sommunist Asiatic countries, with 
the exception of Japan, is relatively stable* In order to 
cope with the immense growth in the number of people within 
these areas, it appears that decisive steps must be taken to 
reduce the rate at which these people are reproducing^

Lastly, migration stands as the third influencing 
factor in establishing the makup of a nation’s population* 
During the seventeenth and eighteen centuries migration play
ed a very important role in populating the sparsely settled 
areas, of the world* But today, for many practical reasons, 
it has lost its significance in increasing the population of 
any single country on the continent of Non-Qommuaist Asia* 
Immigration, in our times, tends neither to complicate nor 
provide any practical solutions to our population problems*



©Be point whioh. sh-ould be empiaasizecls thougias is that im« 
ternal migration does offer a degree, of opportunity for 
partial alleviation of the population pressures on some of 
the nationso

Therefore# there seem to he three problem areas 
with which we should concern ourselves in attempting to 
formulate our solutions* First# the agricultural base 
should be expand©do lext# industry*s position within these 
nations should be elevated and its role expanded* Finally# 
because we do not wish to halt the declining mortality rates 
nor do we find International migration a practical solution 
to the spiraling population of these areas# definite action 
must be taken to Institute adequate means of birth 
reductlonso \>



GHAPTER IV

■ COHCEPTML FRAMEWORK AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Ao Theory of 88Glrctilar GausatlonB g When in 1942 
Omnnar Hjrdal wrote his report on the Negro problem^ 8,An 
American Dilemma88g he came out with the interpretation 
theory of a wVleioms Circle« In itself9 it is really 
nothing new bmt is a farther elaboration of the Malthusian 
dilemmao It is simply the admission already analyzed by 
the philosophers of the dialectic of history that social 
and economic factors are linked together in smeh a way that 
the two factors interact in a process of circular eausationo 
Myrdal felt simply that the dialectic process of history, 
should have been transferred in an empirical scheme0 The 
old-fashioned economists could have dissected and isolated 
certain aspects of the political life of men0 They called 
them mere ^economic88 aspects and observed their interactions 
and correlations in a separate spheree Todays that, approach 
in a rapidly changing environment of new social strata and 
new nations is absolutely inadequate0

The distinction between 88economic factors88 9 and 
88non-economie factors88 will likewise have to be discarded

2?o Myrdal9 Eunnars Rich Land and.Poor., p 6 85=



as illogical and therefore mislead!ago .
Eeonemlcsj, as a social discipline, suffers serious 

handicaps in its predictability of the growth of societye 
The United Bations8 Economic Commission for Asia and the Ear 
East report,-^Population Trends and Related Problems of Eco
nomic Development in the ECAFE Be gib n”, published in June, 
1953s relies mainly on theoretical models because adequate 
basic statistics on the investment functions in the region 
are laekingo The demographic and economic models do not 
attempt to measure in any precise way the present situation 
in each country, nor do they predict the future 0 However, 
they do outline the nature of the present dilemma of the 
^vicious circle”! also, they indicate what would happen to 
the economies involved if mortality continues to decline 
while, on the other hand, fertility remains at its present 
high levels for some fifteen or more years0

On the one hand, rapidly growing population creates 
a more urgent need for capital investment to create a satis
factory, self-sustaining economic, growth, with productive 
jobs for the constantly increasing labor force* Moreover, 
it endangers the development of the economies of the various 
countries because it impairs their capacity to save out of 
current income for investment and other developmental 
purpose a*
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She existing shortage ©f eapltal .*= tiae stock of 
lneome<=prodaeing goods =■ is a major factor in determining
the low level of production and income in the regions It 
is also one of the factors largely responsible for the high 
level of unemployment and under- employment« A low-income * 
agricultural country with a rapidly growing population must 
usually spend a large proportion of its income on consumer 
goodsj, foo'dg shelter* clothing* ete» A relatively small 
proportion of income is left over for either investment in 
capital-producing goods* or for other expenditures that pro
mote long-term social and economic Improvements education* 
technical training* health and welfare* etc. Thus* in order 
to obtain any given rate of economic growth* these countries 
must make more strenuous developmental efforts*, including a 
forceful reduction of income devoted to consumption and trans
ferring it to investment * The mentioned TJ.Ho Hep or t warns*
11 there is even a danger that the developmental effort will 
not be large enough to offset the effect of rapid population 
growth* and that per capita income will decreaseo" In 
essence* this is the dilemma of the vicious - low income* low 
saving* low investment - circle * which expresses the ultimate 
contradiction of a development policy* that isg an economy 
must get poorer in order to eventually get richer.



Ttae most relevant background of the area for this 
stmdy is colonial policy and practiceo The impact of colo
nialism on the political economies of Hon= 6ommuia 1st Asia is 
comstrmed to be a creation, of ^plural so ciety011 From a 
pmrely economic standpoints colonialism introduced plural 
elements into the area by compartmentalizing the economic 
function of certain social groups0 The social strata of 
Hon= Gommmnist Asian political economies under the rule of 
colonial powers are a function of force (colonial powers) 
rather than of social willo In the words of Jo So Furnivalis 
88in a plural society the sections are not segregated; the 
members of the several units are intermingled and meet as 
individuals; the union is not voluntary but is imposed by the 
colonial power and by the f orce of economic circumstances; o-e o 
The evolution of ^plural societies95 throughout Non-Communist 
Asia should be understood as a part of the process of col
onization which has to be analyzed rather than abused or

28p Furnivallg J0 So9 Colonial Policy and Practices 
Hew York University Pressp 1956s Ppo 3@3”312o

29o Ibid. po 3©To
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SefeMedo The eeatmries of eoloaial rale should fee viewed 
as an era of passivity with respect to political capacity 
to play a significant role in international relations<» The 
decline of Britain^ Netherlandsg and France in the scale of 
power polities after the second world war and. the consequent 
feipolarlzatiom of international politics have left the en
tire .region in a state of 88power-vacuum,i o

Pre-colonial Hon-0omtamnist Asia was in a sense 
stable and solid in its socio-political and economic organi
zations s with occasional conflicts among, the various units 
or countries & The entire r egion can fee consider ed to have 
been somewhat homogenous and unified^ even though heterogen
eity prevailed among the indigenous groups* The nature of • 
pre-colonial political economy of the region was feudal and 
self-centered. Agrarian life was the most common profession 
and the system of exchange was more or less a barter system. 
The external relations, or foreign policy, of the countries 
played a limited role and was controlled directly by the au
thority and will of the ruling monarehs. On the other hand*, 
the countries of Hon-Gommunist Asia at that time were aloof 
and disconnected from each other» The relationships and con
tacts between any two countries was rather casual and infor
mal*. From this standpoint, a pre-colonial Hon-Gommunist Asian 
country was a singular society<» The relationships among 
the singular societies was determined by the hereditary 
rulers* The only social, institutions for education were
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certain religious units which underlaid the solid cultural 
foundation of a singular societyo As in the case of Burma* 
Thailand* Cambodia* and Laos* the Buddhist monasteries 
formed the source of education and culture© Indonesia* the 
Philippines* and others also had their own sources of educa
tion through religious units0

With the European expansion as early as the six
teenth century in the case of the Philippines* the old Won- 
Communist Asian socio-political and economic foundation was 
shaken to its roots= Disturbances to a system always pro
duce a period of adjustment© We cannot* however* go into 
historical detail of colonial annexation of the area© Gen
erally speaking* colonization of Won-Communist Asia was not 
a settlement of people like the European colonization of the 
Wew World:©, It was an establishment of power* and a mere 
territorial expansion at first® Yet the concept of colo
nization as a sheer expansion of power -Is limited in ex
plaining the transformation of colonies© Hence* we must 
add that colonization is not a mere clash of cultures* but 
also a dynamic process of contact* disturbance* adjustment 
and maladjustment of colonized societies© That is to say*
we must view a colony as a social unit in a process of

30transformation©

30© Frankel* S© H© * The Economic Impact on Under
developed Societies* Harvard Hniversity Press* 1955© "



Bo Colonial Rules Intro duet ion of colonialism, to 
3fon“Communist Asia can be considered as a disturbing fore© 
which, created in its wake a complex phenomena of adjustment 
and mal~adjustmento The contact of Won-Communist Asia with 
the West is twofold, v:iZo9 contact through colonization and 
contact through liberation^ The two kinds of contact have 
similar results in that both of them necessitate transfer- 
mationo For the first type of contact, the following eon- 
sequences can be given:

lb Social Changes: The rigid feudal systems of 
Won-Communist Asia were mere or less replaced by capitalis= 
tie ©rganizationso Essentially social customary practices, 
however3 remained almost the same» Colonial policy did not 
aim to modernize the colonies nor the natives* The western
ized section of the indigenous groups under colonial rule 
were small in number and remained as a distinctive element 
ousted by the tradition-directed groups * Schools were es
tablished for the urban population and the most significant 
aspect of colonial education was that it left the natives in 
a conflict of modern ideas of freedom and ©quality of man 
with those of dependency and social Inequality between the 
ruler and the ruledo Hence, the social philosophy of the 
natives oscillated between traditional norms and the modern 
idea of inalienable human rightso

The repercussions of colonialism on social structure 
were only accidental and not intentional* Insofar as class
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distdaefcloR was eoneera©dp eolonial rule created a well- 
known class of capitallstss wlaieh was comprised, of few or 
no nativeSo The majority of natives belonged to the labor™ 
lag class9 while the entrepreneurial function was moaopo™ 
lized by the Europeans or Oriental foreigners (Indians and 
Chinese)o In the ease of Burma8 the Indian landowners 
known as Chettyars controlled agriculture, and, Chinese 

pawnshop™owners monopolized the retail trade0 In. Indo
nesia, the Dutch colonial investments and state8 s pawnshops 
formed a monopoly and created foreign entrepreneurial class© 
In brief, the three distinct layers of social groups emerg
ed, vizo, the Europeans at the top, the foreign Orientals 
in the middle, and the natives at the bottom of the social 
scaleo Substantially it is true of all the colonies of the 
tropicso In such a social environment, the dignity of labor 
was never realized, and the rigidity of inter-class communi
cation was intensified© The emergence of a middle-class sub- 
culture, in the absence of socialized economic freedom, is 
virtually impossible for the natives0 The reasons being 
that, on the one hand, the indigenous races and their family 
units were never exposed to the wonders- of modern exchange 
economy, and, bn the other hand, the basic economic power 
was concentrated in the hands of alien business enterprises© 

2© Economic Conditions! Colonization of EFon-dom- 
munist Asia, as it was mentioned before, had direct interest 
in power and especially in economic, power© Economic
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©©loalzaMoB demands labor and capitaJU In some of tlie 
• Boa-O&mmmlst Asian eommtriesg the immigration of cheap 
labor from India and CSaina was the ehlef source of labor,,
In the eases of Burma and Indonesia especially# the Indians 
and the Chinese were imported by the respective colonial 
powers# and in the ease of Indochina# the Chinese were abs
tracted by the Freneho As a result# the economie life of 
most of the’ Son= Communlst Asian countries was intruded upon 
by the alien elements0 Current studies of the area reveal 
an enormous amount of Chinese and Indian population through
out the reglouo The problem of alien ethnie groups during 
the colonial period was eftem reflected in the agricultural 
indebtedness of the native cultivators„

With the capital of the colonial powers and a cer
tain portion of the labor foree provided by the Chinese# . 
Indians# and the natives# the political economies of ion- 
Communist Asia posed themselves as dual economies# which 
persisted to the end of colonialism* The severe competi
tion given by the colonial powers and the foreign Orientals 
to the natives made it impossible for the growth of a strong 
entrepreneurial class0 However# this is not to suggest that 
without colonialism such a class "would have inevitably 
emerged* The history of colonial rule over Eon-Communist 
Asia revealed a definite pattern of economic life for the 
natives# vizo# agrarian life*



Insofar as tiae state of technology is eonoeraedg the 
eolonlal era was not eondiaclve to reformation of techniques 
of production or Industrial revolution^ The economic lnter-= 
ests of the British, the Butch, and the French were In the 
fields of agriculture, raw materials, or the minerals. The 
technical skills and art of management were hardly imparted 
to the natives, though the rule of colonial powers could not 
help opening the eyes of the natives, The ideas of modern 
technology brought hy colonialism to the region found ex
pression in the present upheaval of HFree Zon-0ommuaist 
Asla0iŜ  For the idea of modern progresss the natives are 
indebted to the West, ,

3° Political and Psychological Consequencesg Polit
ically speaking, there occurred a tremendous change as soon 
as colonization came, The introduction of modern constitu
tionalism into a system of despotic political rule produced 
conflict between the rule of law and the rule of wills Even 
though it was not exactly the western idea of self-govern
ment that the colonial powers introduced to the peoples of 
Hon-?Communist Asia, the concept of the rule of law was felt 
by the natives. The ideas of self-government and, common 
good, as it is understood by the champions of modern democ
racy, were also imported through colonialIsMo Actual polit
ical emancipation of lon-tiommunist Asia started during the

31o The author8 s own terminology»



colon.!al era and. the final stroke was given by the Japanese 
invasion daring the Second. World War<> Nationalistic feel
ing was at its peak when the resistance movements against 
the Japanese took place throughout the region and has not 
declined since that time<.

The psychological repercussions of the two foreign 
rules (the colonial and the .fascist) are suspicions toward# * 
the West as well as the foreign Oriental powerss national
isms anti-colonialisms and neutralism* It is undoubtedly 
true that the revolt of Mon—Communist Asia was inspired by 
the Western democratic ideals* Yet9 a far more serious psy
chological force behind the revolt was the spirit of resent
ment toward# any imposition whatsoever from outside* It 
is the negative aspect of sovereignty which found fullest 
expression in post-colonial Son-Communist Asia*

C* Economic Assistances The need for general devel
opment of the countries of Son-Communist Asia requires no 
exaggeration* Economic assistance is a means to fulfill 
this need* It represents an exogenously Inserted factor to 
establish a stable economic growth for the respective aid- 
receiving country* It should not be. "forgotten# however# 
that the role of economic assistance is quite limited# since 
the sole .responsibility of arriving at a favorable position 
with respect to economic growth lies primarily in the hands 
of aid-receiving nations* In fact# the question of what
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types of assistance should be given to those underdeveloped 
political economies cannot be divorced from the considera
tion of the most common characteristics of these countries© 

Despite the socio-political dlfferenees9 all the 
countries in question share a common characteristic of 
economic underdevelopment0 Economic underdevelopment con
notes two important aspects* visoj, a relatively low stand
ard of living and the presence of undeveloped resources©
The following common aspects of the problem of economic de
velopment can be given for all these Eon-Communist Asian 
political eeonomiesg

I© Relatively low economic welfare^ due to past* 
as well as presentg- determinants of economic growth© The 
determinants of economic growth ares:

a© Total available resources* including 
capital* for total population©

b© Technical conditions needed for 
actual utilization of the above 
resources©

Co Organizational factors such as 
social* political* economic* and 
legal institutions©

20 All of these countries are predominantly agri
cultural economies* which fluctuate with the changes of the

32a Ofo Myint* H©* Theories of Welfare Economics©
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demaad eoaditlons of the worldo There is a preponderance 
of labor force in agrletilSmre9 which is still in the stage 
of primitive ©peratioao Gompetition for employment in 
most of the industries among the nativess Chinese5 and 
Indians exists0 In order to prevent foreign ©riental 
monopolization ©f trade and Industry* most of the major 
industries are subject to state Controls^ The Increasing 
role of government in economic enterprises indicates an 
absence of individual or private motivation or entrepre™ 
neurial elass0

3.0 Shortage of capital and technicians is a eom» 
mom trait of underdeveloped economies* In most of these 
countriess the majority of investments are made by the gov- 
ernment and suffer serious diseconomies due to lack of ef
ficient organizational techniques and technicians*

4o Heavy reliance on external trade for capital 
and especially on the export of agricultural products and 
raw materials such as rice, timbers spicesrubbers and 
copra has been one of the causes of instability of the econ
omies of the region* It is in this respects the Hon- Gemma- 
alst Asian and the Latin American economies face the same 
type of problems I*©ds the problem of foreign trade which is
greatly dependent on external conditions or on conditions of 

33world market So

33o W» Ho Economic Survey of Asia and the Ear Easts' 1 9 %  Part Ic~~ ~ ~ ~     '..



jj>o Exeesslveaess of pa2?tieialar jaatiomal pelitieal 
seatimeat is a dlffieult thiag t© jTadge> sia©© it is a 
vaim© =»loaded term* Yetp it is historieally eorreet to state 
tfeat politicallj ta© eatire regioa is kindled wita ta© fire 
of aatioaalism® waica often can imped© desirable measures 
for ©eonomie growtkd

Substantially^ ta© aforesaid points are true of all 
Hon=@ommmnist Aslan political eeonomieso It would fee a mis= 
take on the part of ta© ald=giving nation to assume certain 
particular characteristics as representative of every emm- 
try9 since the same forces can operate or function differ^ 
ently according to the socio-political and cultural envi
ronments of the individual countries o For examples the pro
blem of competition between the natives and the foreign 
Orientals assumes different shapes in different countries©
In Burmas the agricultural indebtednesss caused fey the In
dian landownerss was a direct result of colonizations waere- 
as la faallands the eaines© domination of various commer
cial spheres was not a.product of colonialism© In Malaya# 
the problem of the Chinese is more acute and assumes a dif
ferent aspect in that the natives are outnumbered fey the 
Chinese©

External financing for the economic development of 
Horn-Communist Asia must also give due consideration to the 
similarities in the social and political life of the coun
tries of the region© As for the social aspects of a
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politieal economy» we earn observe the following common 
eharaeteristicsg

Firsts a striking feature of Hon-Communist Asian 
societies is that all of them are undergoing transforma
tion of social values* due to a freer contact with the ad
vanced nationso This is the second type of contact which 
I have mentioned before as contact through liberationo 
Rigidity of social.structure based on traditional .cultures 
and norms of conduct, and flexibility of intra-class commu
nication form two Opposing forces in the process of social 
evolutiono This might perhaps be best termed as conflict
between tradition-direeted character and other-directed

3k ■ ■ ' ■■■character of societyo' By the latter social character is
meant a penetration of Western cultures into the societyo

Secondlys the problem of harmonizing various social 
groups, especially between the minority and the majority, 
prevails in different forms among these societies* The 
status of the individual on a social scale on the basis of 
heritage has to give way to the growth of individual con
sciousness of the dignity of labor and ability* The spirit 
of Indolence towards labor is directly in conflict with the 
modern concept of the dignity of labor*

Thirdly, the inter-generation conflict between the 
young and the old is strongly marked in those societies

3q.<> Bo Riesman, The Lonely Crowds



wkieh have been exposed abruptly to the wonders of modern 
society* In the ease of the countries which had been under 
colonial rule? the mentality of the older elites differs 
greatly from that of the younger oness whose social con
sciousness is less tradition-directed*

Insofar as the political aspect of present Hon-Com
munist Asian societies is concerned, the entire atmosphere 
is diverse and Unstable * Pluralism in political life re
flects the penetration of diversified political ideologies 
such as Marxism, Capitalism, Democracy, Communism, and 
others * The diversity of ideological penetration from the 
outside and the inherent instability in power polities with
in the entire region generate an overshooting disturbance of 
political affairs*

As a transition from dependency to independence 
occurs, these societies, are challenged with the task of 
self-government and formation of stable political institu
tions* The problem of assuming the responsibilities of main
taining peace and order is reflected in the current politi
cal crisis of all these countries la general* The replace
ment of colonial rule with national government produced an 
Intensely pressing problem of lawful government which can
not be solved by a sheer reliance on force*



CHAPTER T

S©LTJ$IQHS SOB THE POPtJMTIOI PROBLEM

la this final part-of tbe analysis of tbe Eon- 
Gommnnist Asian's population problem,' we shall employ the 
general organizational approach to the solutions that are 
suggested in the previous seetioa» But before- entering 
into a discussion of my suggested solutions to these pro= 
blems, I feel it is important that we realize that no sin=» 
gle solution, brought to reality, will be able to stem the 
tide of the population esplosionb It is imperative that 
all of these elements be brought together in a total attack 
on the problemo Donald Et Paris points our way in his 
statements

At least two lines of action are possiblef 
first, increase the means of subsistence so that 
no one will lack the necessities3 second, check 
the problem at its source by controlling popu=.latiOBo^h

Ao Agricultureg There are two broad methods 
through which the agricultural output can be increased*.
The first technique is to increase the amount of yield, - ' . . y ' '
per unit outputo Second, it is possible to produce more 
commodities by bringing new lands under eultifationo In 
this sector dealing with the agricultural solutions we

3 5 o Paris, Donald K», ,op0 cl t o, p„ 5 9 «



will first make a ease study of India and tiaen list a se» 
rles of steps toward imppovement that ean be applied to 
almost all of the countries with which we are eoncernedo

I have chosen India as the subjedt for our analysis 
into the agricultural structure of a country because its 
condition exemplifies all the food problems that are faced 
by ITon-Communist Asias and because the solutions that apply 
to India ean be readily transferred to the other Ion-Gommu-= 
nist Asiatic nations^ The main problem that confronts the 
Indian is how to make adequate use of the land that lies be** 
fore himo

India is composed of 729 million acres of land0 Of 
this amount 23% million acres are sown*, but the significant 
fact is that there are 133 million acres that are cultiva= 
ble but are not sewBo If the Indian government could urge 
the development of these unused areas this would be a'defi
nite step in the right direction of broadening the agricul
tural basis for their production®'^

But in India* as in numerous other Hon-Communist 
Asiatic countriesa their water supply is the chief factor 
limiting crop production; water is more precious than land 
and is indeed in some districts a potent motive for crime® 
The peasants have learned by long experience much more about 
conserving water than about conserving soilo The Indians 
employ the simple method of hand drawing water from their

360 Bussell* Sir E® John* op® clt*9 p.® 317
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own sraall wellss Mnt this "beeianlqme la .iaeffleieat; a pole 
pimp waters only about ij. acres and a water wheel only a- 
bout 5 to 12 aeres,. But If they eould Instituteg on a 
wider range than is now existent* the tube well* which irri™ 
gates about j+li-O aeres by itself * this would aet as a tre~ 
mendous boom, to the reduction of their water problemso

Tied closely to the idea of instituting a greater 
number of tube wells to make more efficient use of their 
water is the faot that efficient and economle use of the 
water requires a minimum length of channels and distribu
taries j this calls for a reetangular lay-out of the cropSo 
At present the holdings of most pf the peasants are irreg
ular in s h a p e T h e r e f o r e g by offering the.peasant the 
community use of the tube well on the basis that the indi
vidual plots be redistributed so as to assure efficient ir
rigation techniques* it is feasible to take another step to
ward the more economic utilization of their valuable watero

Furthermore* additional land could come under cul
tivation if better implements were available5, Some Sh mil
lion acres of land that have been cultivated are left fallow* 
partly of necessity to build up a reserve of soil moisture* 
but partly also because the implements and bullock power are 
inadequate to get the sowing done in time6^

37o Ibido* p 0 321« 39o Ibldo* p0 332
38b lbido* p= 322



Sir Bo Joto Russell sees ImSia1s main diffiemlty to 
be* 8?the laek of effective social and agricultural leader^ 

ship in the Indian;villagesAgricultural colleges to 
train young men so that they can assume leadership within 
their villages have existed for years9 but few take advan= 
tage of the®o' The young man who is qualified to assume the 
position of responsibility* pace he gets a whif of the out
side .world* wants no more of his grimy village» He seeks a 
job with the government0 I feel that a possible solution 
to this situation is training programs that go to the vil
lage* instead of bringing the pupil to the city for his 
trainingo After the initial instruction is given to a few 
of the top young men* they could pass it on through their 
village (a la chain letter) and the training crew could move 
on to the next village and repeat the procedureQ

'Still* we must be reminded of the problem that we
faeeo Even to maintain the present low standards, of nutri
tion about 32 million acres of land would need to be added
be the cultivated area in the next ten years* or alterna
tively* increase the output per acre by 15$* or some 12 mil-

- ' • hilien additional acres brought under irrigation^
After investigating some of the more specific pro

blems within a single economic structure* I would like to

I4.O0 Ibid** p 0 335o 
lilo Ibid** p 0 336°



examlme a few more general problems whose possible selm- 
tloms earn be widely applledo Bet us first discuss the role 
of mechanization in increasing food prodmetiono

Although tractors and gigantic combines present a 
favorable impression at the Whited States9 farm exhibitions 
in underdeveloped countries $ their practical usefulness to 
the native farmer or peasant is far from becoming a reality© 
The initial cost of the machine.g the upkeep9 a. certain de= 
gree of technical skill to operate it, and finally its ap
plicability to the typical plot owned by the farmer all 
tend to make the machine an impractical dream for the com
mon Won-8 ommunist Asian peasant© Rather than attempt to 
solve the problem posed by a lack of adequate tools through 
means that would only be used by the large land holder, our 
solution should be geared to the needs of the small land 
owner© In World Population and Future Resources reference 
is made to iMthe Japanese development of a simple inexpen
sive threshing machine operated by sfoot power©911 Modified 
versions of this machine are mow being made by the hundreds 
in Bangkok©^ This is the type of machine that is suited 
to tne environment in which it will be working© We should 
search for more inventions ©f this type that present a real
istic solution to the problems faced©

!|.2o Hatt, Paul Ko s (edo) s World Population and Future Resources,■p© 131©



On the faras In many of "blaese eountrles there exists 
what has "been defined as a “surplus agricultural populationo 
Br0 Gerald Mo Meier speaks of it in the following manner&

- ' 5

Many regions of India, Pakistan, parts of the Philippines, and Indonesia have a surplus agri- 
cultural population that is between 20 and 25? 
per cento Unemployment and underemployment in 
India may annually waste as many gross aan=years 
of labor as is contributed by the entire labor force of the United States,43

But the author goes on to illustrate how this condition, if 
properly manipulated, could work to the advantage of the 
countryo

If such rural underemployment exists, labor 
can be withdrawn from agriculture without re= 
ducing agricultural outputs even though no sig
nificant reorganization of production or sub-, , 
stitution of capital occurred in this sector
A third solution that has been presented to increase 

the amount of agriculture stuffs produced is the utiliza
tion of Improved aeedSo Bean Hyerson of the University of 
Galifornia at Davis, who is in charge of EGA9s agricultural 
program In Thailand, says that rice yields in Thailand can 
be increased 20$ merely by using improved seed varietieso^

h3° Meier, Gerald and Robert Eo Baldwin, Economic 
Development, po 2620

kko Loc o cl to
k$o -Hatty Paul Ka (edo), opo cit0, p* 131, " 

(lyerson quoted)



Tied la very elosely with, the third point is the 
agrieuXtmral researeh that is being carried oat to develop 
better fertilizerso At present the cow manure is used as 
fuel la many of the countries that lack timber or coalo 
It is estimated that not more than lj.O$> of the manure goes, 
to enrich the ground^^ Dean Byers on furthermore stated:

Simultaneouslys we are helping the Thai 
scientists determine What kinds of fertilizer 
and in what amounts can be economically used 
further to increase rice yieldsc,4-7

In Pakistan we can witness further evidence of the effect
of bdt.ter fertilizers on food producti©n0

The experimental farm has shown, that. fer
tilizers. give good resultsg while the cul
tivator commonly obtains some BOO of 
paddy per aeres the experimental farm9. using 
fertilizer whereas the cultivator does mot9 
obtains 50 ©r 100 percent m©r©04®

Finally9 as a complement to the possibilities of 
additional food by agricultural means* there has been a good 
deal of work done toward creating new foods that could meet 
the expanding need for foods the world will be facingo In 
the following passage Karl Sax points out the developments 
that are being made ;in this new fields

Ij-So Bus sell p Sir El John, opo eit,9 p> 333=
k.7<> Hattp Paul Ko» (edo) s opo clt0 9 p.0 131s 

(Byerson quoted)
Ij.8o Bus sell p Sir EoJohns opo ©it op p 0 340 =



The culture of algae under controlled condi
tions where optimum temperatures, nutrients, and 
carbon dioxide can be maintained would produce 
far more carbohydrates and proteins per acre 
than orthodox agriculture. Pilot-plant tests 
made by Arthur D. Little, Inc. indicate that 
yields of 17 tons of dry algae could be produc
ed per acre per year, and much higher yields 
have been predicted on the basis of other 
tests. For comparison, a high yield of corn 
produces only three tons of grain per acre and 
contains only 10-12 per cent of protein, com
pared with 50 per cent in the dried algae. The 
practical limitations are, initial costs of 
equipment - about $50,000 per acre; the high 
cost of production - about 27i per pound; the 
limits in its acceptability as a substantial 
part of the diet; and the necessity of growing 
the algae in warm climates with abundant sun
light. If new sources of food are ever develop
ed, it will be at least several decades before 
they become generally available.49 

So we can conclude that although the prospects are bright 

for the development of new foods, their availability for 

mass consumption is a thing of the future. 

46 

Certainly we have not presented all the possible 

solutions to the population problem that could be made 

through the increased production of agriculture. But if 

even one half of these ideas were put into effect, the re

sults would have tremendous significance in meeting the 

problem. 

B. Industry: The results of industrialization on 

the population problem I find to be twofold. The first and 

most obvious factor is that increased industrialization would 

provide additional employment. Because the industries wou~ 
create goods and pay their workmen for their services, the 
economy would expand through the accelator-multiplier effect. 

49. Sax, Karl, 2£• £!i., P• 34• 
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This expansion might create a .favorable atmosphere through-· 

out tee entir·e. econ,omy that would result in still further 

expansiono 

The second effect of.' industrialization wquld in= 

directly ini'luence the population si tuatioilo With indus

trialization comes.urbahization., And as a result of tirban

·ization· the people adopt certain patterns of living., One 

· of these patterns . is the ten.deney for the families to be 

smaller than if they were living in a rural area" · In The 

Crisis in World Population this .idea is admirably 

summarizedg . 

·what is significant for the present ·study .. is 
that even incipient modernization seems to pro
duce some degree of tertili ty .+>e.strictiono In 
India,~~·· in Puerto Rieo,.ll even in China9 ·not to 
mention Japan, in fact wherever and whenever 
there has been industrialization.~~ a ~ising·level 
of income and consumption, an improvement in the 
~evel of eduGation, .urbanization, employment of 
.females outside the family,\) increased physical 

·mobility and the possibility of social mobility, 
any secularization of val lies and institut'ions 9 any·. 

·.influence o.f Western social,~~ ·economic:~ and political· 
·democracy = there lias been, among the limited seg- · 
ments of the population so affected,~~ a noticeably 
correspond.ing: decline in their fertilityo.50 •. 

An empirtcal indication of the validity of this . . .. ' . 

t.heory is .found in the writings of Ayanor:i. Okazak~o He re

ports the findings of The Japanese Population .Problem Re= 

search Inst:i::bute in a survey tb.ey conducted in: 1950 to be, 
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^Oomples ;ia mrtoan districts w&at three ehildrea ■whereas 
agrarian couples want four.f*^

Gonsequentlys industrialization seems to effect a 
decrease in the size of the families la urbanized areas| in 
this manner it contributes to the further limitation of the 
problems created through an expanding population*

e* Birth, gontrolg In this final part of the paper 
we will present a number of solutions' that attempt to con
trol population* First p. we will indicate the various 
methods' of birth control that have been Instituted as popu
lation checks * Secondly, we shall show the role that migra
tion can play to lessen the tensions that exist today*

My discussion of the measures involved la birth con
trol centers around the Japanese assault on their problem 
and the techniques that are being employed by India in a 
desperate attempt to halt the surge of its population^. But 
before looking at the Japanese situation let us consider 
the forces that oppose birth control*

©me source of opposition emanates from the Roman 
©atholie Church* The Catholic Church opposes any artifi
cial means of birth control, although they do sanction the 
"rhythm method*18 Thoughtful Catholicsa toop are studying

51o Okazakia Ayanorlg The Present and Future of 
Japan* s Pepulation, p* 7»
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the problem of overpbpmlatio 12,a. The International Catholic 
Institute for Social Research in Geneva in 1956 announced, 
an offer of a f5s000 prize for the best essay on a solution 
of the problem, of excessive population aeceptible to Catho
lic doctrineo Yet although the Catholic Church voices a 
strong opposition to birth controls it does not carry a 
great deal of influence in the Ron-Communist Asian world• 
And those religions that are strong in Ron-Communist Asia =» 
Hinduisms Buddhisms Islams and Confucianism - present no ob
stacles to planned parenthoodo^

The second source of opposition is the Communists^ 
The Communist position is expressed in a statement by 
Vasily Hemchinovs a member of the U 0S0S0R0 Academy of Sci- 
eneeSs as follows:

Food shortages in many countries spring from 
defects in their social and economic systems* If 

. the survivals of semifeudal relationships In agri
culture are eliminated^ and if agriculture is freed 
from the insupportable burden, of land rent^ the 
situation will change*»00 Soviet people believe that# given a rational social system^ the achieve
ments of modern science and technology should make 
it possible to attain a genuine abundance of food 
in each country and throughout the world*o** The 
solution of the world's food problem lies not in 
reducing the growth of population^ but in the rad
ical reorganization of the economic and technical aspects of agricultural production©^

52© 'Dean, Vera Micheles, The Rature of the Ron- 
Western World, p© 226©

53° Remchinov, Vasily, as quoted in Sax, Karl, 
op© olt©, p* 47°



H@pe is a challenge to the Western worMo If we claim that 
the key to problems faced by many of the underdeveloped 
countries is their population pressures and we fail in our 
attempt to relieve them# they may turn to the Communists as 
another alternative solution^

Having presented the two forces that are most 
strongly opposed to birth control, let us now turn the coin 
and investigate the actions taken by the nation that has 
been most successful in its birth control programs - Japan0 

The primary reason for the fall in the birth rate in 
Japan is the very active role that the government assumed in 
promoting family planning* Of course the people had to be 
willing to go along with the government's decreeso The first 
step taken by the government was in 191+8 with the passage of 
the Pharmaceuticals baw in July, 19l|-7s which put the sale of 
contraceptives under the control of the government0̂

The next government action was taken with the passage 
of the Eugenie Protective Haw of 19̂ 1-8o This law made it Ma, 
matter of government policy to preserve hereditary qualities 
of the race and prevent injury to the health of the mothers 
through excessive child bearingo® But Article 13 of the law 
also permits suspension of pregnancy when maternity is ex
pected to have undesirable effects upon mothers for medical

Jji+o Taeuber, Irene, “Japan's Population,18 Pacific 
Affairs, p 0 25© - - .
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oi? eeoiiomie. peasoaso Further revision of the law in 1952 
allowed the doctor to suspend pregnaney on his own judg= 
mento^ •' ■ .

-As a bit of a sidelight# there was a historical 
precedent for abortions throughout Japanese history,, In 
facts during the war^ when abortions were against, the law» 
quite a few people risked arrest and prosecution to con= 
tinue this practice0 The result* of these laws passed by 
the Diet Is,quite amazing to a Westerner* The following 
figures indicate the number of abortions per 100© birthsg

1952 1953 _

The practice of using contraceptives has also in=
- '6 "

creased among the Japanese married couples» as is indicated 
by the figures below:

% of married .
couples using 29^ hO^ $Zf<P*
contraceptives

Marren So Thompson points out how the Japanese es
tablished ®health centers81 to help with the population con
trol, in the following passages

55* Okazakis Ayanorip'op» citog p0 3»
56o Taeubers Irene, opo cit0i) p., 30°
57* Ibldo, p0 32o

/ ■  r ' - •  : . . .
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The post war health work in Japan was 
implemented locally through “health centers*"
The plan was to have one of these for about 
each 100s0©0 of the population with sub-cen
ters as neededo 09Among other,services this 
office was empowered to give advice on family limitations®

While discussing the health centers it is important to 
note that the program for abortions that is working in 
Japan is not transferable to other nations at present, as 
the use of contraceptives or the establishment of health 
centers might be© This program requires a high number of 
skilled doctors that cannot be found in any of the other 
Mon-Communist Asiatic countries that are facing this pro
blem*

One final note about Japan before we move on to 
India* :The Japanese government legislated in 19A- “That 
national wages and taxation policies whould be such as to 
avoid encouraging large families**^ This seems to me a very 
real step that might assist other nations that are in the 
same position as the Japanese, in reducing their population 
pressureSo

Indians population problem is even more accentuat
ed because it is almost a universally married state* The 
Indian government first took action to find a solution to

$8o Thompson, Warren S*, population Problems, p* l[.59o • 
59o Huxley, Julian, op* Git*, p* 68



tiiaeir sltmalsloa in 1952» when in their First Five Ifear 
Plan, Bs 60$ million was alloted for researeh into a fam= 
ily planning programa; The World Health Organization was 
called in to look into the possibility of employing the 
nrhythm method!* to. ©nrtail births, bmt they did not com
plete their study 
/ In her new Five Year Plan, to meet the increasing

complexity of the problem, Bs %0 million was set aside for 
family planning and to establish 300 urban and 200 rural 
clinics to distribute information concerning■birth control 
methodso The total.amount, in American currency, spent on 
population control.in the Second Five Year Plan equals 
#10p5 millions ' "■ / i....

The methods of securing favorable public attention 
to programs of this magnitude and importance are crucial 0 
First, it is necessary that there be,, generally, favorable' 
reception to the idea of birth eontrolo Through Dr0 So 
Chandrasekhar we ate given a survey that polled the atti
tudes of mothers, between the ages of and indicated
whether they favored or opposed birth controli in Gujarati

60o Thompson, Warren So, ^Population Control in 
India,” Antioch Beview, Spring, 1957, po 301.
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73^ favored. its whereas 77^ supported it in Marathi' /

Hexts after it has been determined that there is 
a favorable attitude held by the population toward the idea 
of birth controls it Is necessary to relate to them the 
specific steps that are involved to achieve their goals*
In order to communicate to a basically illiterate populace, 
many different techniques must be used* For examples in 
India they utilize "suitable songs, playets, and sterieso 
All are very popular in Indian villages

India has recently launched a program of steriliza
tion in two of her states* The person sterilised receives 
Rs 25 ($5)9 and the social worker who brings in the person
gets Rs 2 (k.20) per head*^

Before entering a brief discussion of the role of
migration in relieving some of the pressures that exist with
in the state, I would like to comment about the developments
in contraceptive pills* In a recent, strictly controlled
test that was carried on in Puerto Rico, it was found that 
by using one pill a day for twenty days each month the per
son involved was afforded 100^ protection* The side effects 
that are often feared from taking contraceptive pills were

62* Chandrasekhar, Dr* S*, "The Prospective for Planned Parenthood in India," Pacific Affairs, December,
1953s p» 321I.O

63* "India®s Birth Control," Hewsweek, September 
28, 1953s :Po 82o .

61}.o The lew York Times, December 16, 1958*
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not evidento This experiment caused the writer of the
article to concludes

There is general acceptance, that the control 
of fertility by physiological means has been 
adequately demonstrated in principleo And in 
one form or another5 its practical and wide
spread application may be expected in the not too distant future0t>5

If there is validity in this reports a contraceptive pill 
could solve many of the problems that have been enunciated 
in the earlier parts of this papero

As I have pointed out before* the idea of interna
tional migration of peoples from a more densely populated 
area to a less densely populated area is beyond reality as 
a solution to the pressures of a growing population;. But 
internal migration presents a different picture0 In Ceylon* 
for examples two thirds of the country's population live on 
one half of the cultivated land* As soon as DDT is used to 
wipe out the malaria threat on the other half of the island 
it will be possible to relieve some of the pressure by re-■' 
settling some of the people on the less densely populated

z Z
portion of the islando

Likewise* Malaya and Pakistan both have unoccupied 
territory that is open for a migratory movement that would 
definitely alleviate some of the pressures that are now

65o Sheehan* Robert* "Birth Control Pill*" 
Fortune* April 1958* Pp. l5^~l55o

660 Madan* B. K. * (ed.) * op. eit. * p. 2l|.5°
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becoming more dominant and dangerous to the entire popular 
tion of each of these areas

In conclusions I am not going to attempt to summa
rize all the problems and. solutions that I have presented 
in this section of the papero It is hoped that the organ!" 
zation was clear enough to make them stand out0 All that I 
wish to do is emphasize the urgency and magnitude of the 
problem® As a United Nations* report cited?

The world population during the next 25 yearss 
therefores has an importance which transcends eco
nomic and social consideration® It is^the very heart of the problem of our exi8tenoe®68

Do External Assistances The original thesis of 
the argument that, considering post-war political insta
bility throughout the world, private dealings can no long
er play an-Important role in international.relations is 
based on the conviction that inter-governmental relations 
are more secure than private transactions® This convic
tion is ill-founded if it is based on the security premise® 
The relative insecurity due to political instability in 
Non-Communist Asia hinders both private and public con
cerns in their actions® If, by definition, external assist
ance is a unilateral transfer, both private assistance and

6?® Ibid®, p® 163®
68® United Nations, The Future Growth of World 

Population, p® vii
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public assistance should be considered as equally effec
tives The regional approach to the problems such as the 
Colombo Plan and SBATOs is advantageous in that it does 
not indulge in the blueprints and produces immediate re- 
suits0̂ 9.

I feel that the approach to foreign aid program
ming for Fon-Communist Asia should be a balanced approach 
between national and international assistance for the fol
lowing reasons:

lo In the light of the colonial background of Fon- 
Communist Asia there is a definite disadvantage of multi
lateral governmental assistance in not. reaching the public 
specifically and directly^ On the International levels the 
policies of neutralism and economic nationalism are stronger® 
Direct communication between governments of aid-giving and 
aid-receiving countries is preferable9 insofar as its aim 
is specific rather than general® ^

2® Fational external assistance is limited in its 
scopes in view of the political implications and its in
herent national interests® Private investment will not do 
in the Fon-0ommumist Asian political atmospheres, but pri
vate assistance will be of great use in accelerating mutual

69o Triffin9 European Money Muddle: Chapters on
Failures of International Currency Plans and EPTJ are ex
cellent for this point®



undersfcandingo However, private assistance alone will not 
achieve the purpose of assistance since it does not reach 
the entire public all at once® The time which is demanded 
for a successful private assistance programming is greater 
than that for public assistance, due to lack of efficient 
machinery of communication^

3o For economic reasons, if not for other reasons, 
a balanced approach is desirable on the grounds of efficiency 
The economic development of Hon-Gommunist Asian countries 
depends greatly on the expansion of all aspect's of human
life, such as education, health, demographic conditions,

■ ' : - ' ’ ■ -state of technology, etc* The social capital is the most 
urgent need for economic development<> . The larger the volume 
of assistance given for the purpose of increasing "social 
capital11̂ ®, the faster will be the rate of growth* However, 
it is not implied that social capital is the only important 
determinant of growth* Capital is only an instrument for 
economic growth* Hence increment of social capital re
quires also increment in the stock of knowledge and the art 
of efficient organization which can be achieved only through 
through direct participation of peoples*

ij-o A balanced approach to foreign assistance is 
necessary in the face of severe competition of the Sino-

70o "Social capital" includes public utilities in 
general, plus other social services®
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Soviet blocks persistent agitation movements in Eon-Com
munist Asia* The functional approach of IMPa IBRD* PAO, 
and other United nations* organizations, in the absence of 
direct national support, will not accomplish the desirable 
objectives of international relations which are becoming more 
complex than ever before0 To cite an example of useful 
effective approach to international trade, the European 
Payment Union is the best ease for regional cooperation^
Yet without a clear understanding of the fact that inter
national relations assume more than a functional aspect, any 
approach will be a failureo

5o A balanced approach is coherent in that it can 
be executed both bilaterally and multilaterally0 The rela
tionship is not only between more advanced countries and 
less advanced countries, but also among the advanced and 
less advanced countries themselvesG The principle of sup
plementation becomes more rigorous and effective if an as
sistance program can be so executed as to clarify the mis
conceptions about the objectives of assistanceo in other 
words, the susceptibility of certain Eon-Communist Asian 
countries toward the idea of dependency should be given

71priority in assessing value to any operative forms of aid©

71® As Eorman 8» Cuehanan observes, "Unfortunately, 
countries nowadays have markedly different conceptions of 
proper approach to economic and social questions*" Interna
tional Investment Survey of Contemporary Economics, Yolo IIo



60 It should be remembered that the transition, per* 
lod through which most of the Mon-Communist Aslan eountrles 
are going Is sbrongly marked by a host of oonflieting value 
systems$ viz0$l Western ideals versus Oriental traditions^ 
nationalism versus, internationalisms ©ommunism versus demoo* 
racys. etco The underlying structural .and social disloca
tions generated by the above eonflieting factors cannot be 
ignored: in any programming of foreign aido Aids in contrast 
to trades in some countries will be more effective than in 
otherso The concept of the balanced approach can be extend
ed to all forms of aido It is necessary to take into consid
eration the possible repercussions of aid on the national 
sentiments of the peoples of Non-Communist Asia= This point 
will be of crucial importance in an attempt to bridge the gap 
between Western democratic ideals and Oriental suspicions 
towards Western powers and their actions0

Assistance for the economic development of Non-Com
munist Asia can achieve its objectives, provided that the 
grantors of assistance understand the fact that it is not 
the material forms of assistance* but rather the immaterial 
implications and the direct human relations which will deter
mine the success of aid in general0 This is not to say* how
ever * that all the balanced assistance programming should be 
done on the basis of personal exchange only* On the contrary* 
this paper contends that before trying to lay out certain 
methods of assistance or of aids * the problems of where and
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why aids are given shemid- be’ salved* ' Haaaja adjmstmemt is, 
ef eourse, a painful process, .hut It is not an impossibll” 
ity if and when its purposes are elarifiedo

Eo ®btjeetives and Impacts of External Assistanceg 
fhe complexity of the problems of economic development for 
Hon= 6ommunist Asia is intensified by the socio-political 
changes that have taken place on the international level*
The political climate of the area is diverse and unstableo 
The diversity of ideological penetration into the coun
tries of Hon-CHemmmnist Asia cannot be understood without 
proper studies of Western and Sino=Soviet ideals on the 
one hand, and the neutral and non-neutral foreign policies 
of the pouatries themselves on the othere Host important 
Of all, we have to understand the economic and political 
susceptibility of those countries which have emerged out of 
colonialism, viz*, Burma, Indonesia, Vietnam, Vietmiah, Cam
bodia, and Laoso Those countries, with a.common experience 
of colonial rule, became targets of the Sino-Soviet politi
cal campaign* ' Economic assistance for these countries has 
to take into consideration the possibility of imparing, as 
well as improving, a better relation between donor and donee 
countries*
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C0H6LUSI0H

The purpose ©f this se©tioa is to stmiaarize re^ 
eeiat trends in jffoh-Goaraanist'Asia, and to raise a series 
of Gpaestions about the issues whiehs in the light of past 
experiences may be regarded as signifieanto Any speeela- 
tions must be done with eautions for these developmentss 
in a historical senses are very recent indeedo

Hon-Gommunist Asia today is faced with economic 
problems which are difficult,, If not impossibles to solve 
from within its own boundaries? While the' specific d©= 
tails of these economic problems vary from one country to 
another<> the general nature of the problem may be stated 
in the following termsg given the universal. urge for eco
nomic developments how can the formation of industrially 
productive capital be successfully achieved In the face of 
population pressures and rapidly rising expectations, whiles 
on the other hand? maintaining as much political and social 
stability as .possible$ and employing means which will de
mand the least human sacrifice? This is a great challenge 
to these countries0 Their governments attempted to meet 
the challenge by.effecting certain needed measures of so
cial discipline. State control and plannings as wellaas
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some ingredients of socialisms tended to fee regarded as 
necessary measmreso This is not to fee confused with, com- 
mumlsmg it may well fee symptomatic of the anxiety of these 
governments to avoid the totalitarian communist revolution.

Closely related to this problem, of economic devel= 
©pment is the question of population pressuress for in or
der to develop, a country must insure that its production ■ - ; ■ 1
grows at a faster rate than its population* The present 
high birth rate9 therefore^ poses a most serious profelemo 
Whether economic development alone can eliminate the popu
lation pressure is a matter of conjecture* At any rate-# a 
consideration of the various approaches to the question of 
slowing down the rate of population growth seemed to fee de
sirable and necessary*

At the risk of over-simplification, it may fee said 
that Non-Communist Asia is experimenting with new quasi- 
democratic political forms* Faced with communist threats# 
the issue here is whether these new governments can effec
tively defend themselves without organizing the entire mas
ses after the totalitarian pattern* Despite skepticism and 
a certain degree of disillusionment# ^Democracy" continues 
to enjoy prestige, so that even the communist regimes in 
Asia call themselves "Democracies"* With various labels, 
will the peoples of Non-Communist Asia fee able to overcome 
and subdue their population problem and will they be able 
to synthesize development and traditional values without



adopting GOBmrunisia? It is the hope of the author that 
oreative peace will reign over the world community so that 
all peoples will have an ample opportunity to attain eco
nomic growth, ideological affirmation, and a higher degree 
of political maturityo
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